
 

 

CBIA is a sub-penny-priced company that could become a leader in North America’s fast-
growing micro markets industry. 
 
Hello everyone,, 

Self-checkout at grocery stores and big box retail stores became a game changer for many 
consumers over the years. 

The idea of getting your things and quickly checking them out without human contact has 
resonated with a massive customer base.  

Why? Because it's convenient for one. Eliminating the traditional need for cashiers results in 
shorter wait times. Second, the pandemic has highlighted the health advantages of contactless 
shopping.  

This arena has a name and it’s called the micro markets space.  

This retail sector is closely associated with the vending machine industry, which has for many 
years allowed consumers to quickly grab things on the go.  

The North American micro market landscape is positioned for significant growth, with 
a projected size of USD 10.54 billion by 2030.  This trajectory is underpinned by an impressive 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 13.0% spanning from 2023 to 2030. 

A big contributor to the market's continued surging expansion is the rising consumer awareness 
and acceptance of micro markets. Micro markets are in greater demand as more customers 
discover their advantages and convenience, which has led to more of them being installed. 

With the future of shopping and eating on the go evolving into a more independent, 
streamlined activity, it’s only natural to see if Wall Street is a host to any public 
companies that could reap the benefits. 

Hurry and add Canopus BioPharma Incorporated (OTC: CBIA) to your radar! 

Trading in the OTC markets at sub-penny levels, CBIA could be poised for tremendous growth 
ahead. 

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/north-america-micro-self-checkout-213000366.html#:~:text=The%20North%20America%20micro%20market,spanning%20from%202023%20to%202030.


It was only a few months ago that CBIA announced it completed a reverse takeover and change 
of ownership… turning its business into Blue Heaven Coffee, Inc.  

 

https://www.blueheaven.cafe/ 

A name change request has been filed with OTC Markets, and that process is currently 
pending. Once approved, the Company's trading symbol will change to reflect the new name, 
providing enhanced visibility and recognition in the market. Keep an eye out for this 
development.  

These developments mark an exciting chapter for CBIA as it embraces its new identity. The 
company is now focusing its efforts on expanding its retail network across North America. 

With a track record of over five years in operation, the Company has successfully 
generated positive revenue and currently possesses over $2 million worth of deployed 
assets! 

This achievement is bolstered by secure Government contracts, showcasing the Company's 
strong financial foundation. 

So, what does CBIA do? 

CBIA specializes in providing client-tailored, profit-driven opportunities via their fleet of 
automated retail devices which are connected and managed through a unified platform, 
enabling the company to provide state-of-the-art programmatic advertising revenue 
opportunities in a hassle-free manner.  

In addition to exceptional service, products and technologies, the company also offers its clients 
the opportunity to profit and tap into the vast and lucrative world of programmatic marketing 
revenue. 

Programmatic advertising is a form of digital advertising that leverages automated software to 
facilitate the real-time buying and selling of ad inventory through online advertising exchanges. 
This acutely targeted and data-driven approach enables advertisers to effectively reach their 
desired audience with precision and efficiency.  

Some notable features of programmatic advertising include real-time bidding, data-driven 
targeting, cross-device targeting and the optimization of ads using algorithms, machine learning, 
data analytics and artificial intelligence. 

How does this tie into the growing micro market space? 

CBIA’s retail network will feature a wide variety of unattended and attended retail solutions 
ranging from touchless vending services, smart kitchens, micro markets, café kiosks, digital 
water coolers, and workplace coffee services. 



The opportunity… 

Unattended retail, also referred to as self-service retail, has emerged as a prominent trend 
within the retail industry and has gained substantial momentum in recent years.  

The North American market is specifically witnessing remarkable growth in unattended retail 
due to the rising popularity of vending machines, self-service kiosks and other similar automated 
systems. 

Micro markets are a natural fit for unattended retail, as they can operate without the need for an 
attendant, providing a cost-effective and convenient option for customers. They can also be 
customized to meet the specific needs of the location and customer demographic, offering a 
personalized shopping experience.  

Flagship Kiosks…. 

Launched in 2018, CBIA’s flagship Blue Heaven Café Kiosk (BHCK) featured high-quality 
beverages, snacks, meals and grab-and-go convenience items.  

 

Framed as a proof-of-concept opportunity, BHCK successfully brought its unique quick-service 
concepts to reality, achieving profits and an opportunity to open additional café kiosk's based on 
client-driven request(s). 

The company has several locations across Canada already.  

CBIA recently unveiled a detailed overview of its innovative fleet of touchless and 
traditional vending machines, strategically situated in high-traffic, high-impact locations 



across North America. 
 
The company’s touchless vending machines are powered by artificial intelligence (AI) which 
elevates the user experience through a seamless user interface and automated programmatic 
ad scheduling capabilities.  

This feature provides media owners robust controls over creative content timing, management, 
and monetization of their digital signage. By leveraging real-time buying and selling of ad 
inventory, advertisers can strategically target their audiences with unprecedented speed and 
efficiency. 

All of the vending machines feature cashless payment options, ensuring a contactless, 
hygienic transaction experience. Customers can pay using credit or debit cards (either 
by swiping or tapping) or through mobile payment options such as Google Pay and 
Apple Pay. 

Cold-Beverage and Snack Combination Vending Machines 

BHC's versatile cold beverage and snack combo touchless vending machines leverage optical 
sensor technology to adapt to consumer behavior and demographics, delivering unparalleled 
insights into shopper preferences. This sophisticated approach facilitates full screen video 
advertisements, product animations, combo deals, and QR code-based product 
recommendations. 

Designed for a user-centered experience, these machines offer an appealing touchscreen 
interface that instantly engages customers with the products they desire. Their speed, 
convenience, and instant product delivery make them ideally suited for high-traffic areas. 

Coffee & Hot Beverage Vending Machines 

For coffee enthusiasts, BHC delivers a round-the-clock unattended coffee shop experience 
through its advanced hot beverage vending machines. They feature an intuitive, self-service 
touchscreen interface and an extensive drink menu, including drip coffee, cappuccinos, 
espressos, café mochas, hot chocolates, tea, and other on-the-go beverages. Select locations 
even offer premium Jamaican Blue Mountain Coffee, emphasizing BHC's dedication to 
delivering a superior coffee experience. 

CBIA CEO Justin De Four commented, “The successful completion of our Reverse-Takeover 
and our recent approval of our name change in Nevada marks a significant milestone in our 
journey as we transition to Blue Heaven Coffee Inc. These strategic moves reflect our vision 
and allow us to focus on expanding our retail network, incorporating advanced digital advertising 
solutions, and introducing the world-renowned Jamaican Blue Mountain Coffee to our 
customers. We believe these initiatives will enhance shareholder value and position us for 
long-term success in the evolving retail market." 

In summary… 

The future is definitely changing. Contactless shopping and payments are becoming more “the 
norm.” Micro markets are perfectly poised to meet the needs of grab-and-go consumers 
and CBIA sees a lucrative opportunity. 



Since its inception, CBIA has been at the forefront of unattended and attended retail solutions 
revolutionizing the customer experience through its extensive network of custom-engineered 
touchless vending machines, smart kitchens, micro markets, workplace coffee services and 
digital water coolers. 

The Company, which currently trades at UNDER A PENNY, is poised to increase its 
footprint across multiple markets, steadily emerging as a trusted name in automated 
retail. 

As CBIA continues moving forward and awaits its name change and ticker symbol 
change, Wall Street may then quickly absorb the potential of this underfollowed micro 
markets focused company! 

The Team 

 

 

Privacy Policy and Disclaimer 

 

Your Consent 

 

By using our site, you consent to our online privacy policy and disclaimer. 

 

Do we disclose any information to outside parties? 

 

We do not sell your information to anyone. 

 

What information do we collect? 

 

We collect information from you when you subscribe to our newsletter or fill out a form on one of our social platforms. This includes your email address and or mobile phone 
number. 

 

When registering on our site, as appropriate, you may be asked to enter your: e-mail address and or mobile number. 

 

What do we use your information for? 

 

When we collect your email or mobile number it is used for one purpose to send you the information you requested about small cap equities. Please read our disclaimer 
carefully before viewing our emails. 



 

Your information, whether public or private, will not be sold, exchanged, transferred, or given to any other company for any reason, other than our CRM providers for the 
express purpose of delivering the information on equities that you requested. 

 

We send periodic emails. 

 

The email address you provide may be used to send you information, the small cap stock reports you requested, respond to inquiries, and/or other requests or questions. 

 

How do we protect your information? 

 

We implement a variety of security measures to maintain the safety of your personal information when you enter, submit, your email address. We use secure third parties to 
send email and sms messages to you. 

 

Because we value your privacy, we have taken the necessary precautions to be in compliance with the California Online Privacy Protection Act. 

 

Online Privacy Policy 

 

This online privacy policy applies to information collected through our website and social media platforms. 

 

 

Contacting Us 

 

 

If there are any questions regarding this privacy policy or disclaimer you may reply to this email. 

 

 

Disclaimer 

 

 

BroadStreetAlerts. com is a wholly owned subsidiary of Small Cap Specialists LLC, herein referred to as SCS LLC. 

 

This website / media webpage is owned, operated, and edited by Small Cap Specialists LLC. Any wording found on this website / media webpage or disclaimer referencing to “I” 
or “we” or “our” or “SCS LLC” refers to Small Cap Specialists LLC. This website / media webpage is a paid advertisement, not a recommendation nor an offer to buy or sell 
securities. Our business model is to be financially compensated to market and promote public companies. By reading our website / media webpage you agree to the terms of 
our disclaimer, which are subject to change at any time. 



 

Our reports/releases are a commercial advertisement and are for general information purposes ONLY. We are engaged in the business of marketing and advertising companies 
for monetary compensation. Never invest in any stock featured on our site or emails unless you can afford to lose your entire investment. The disclaimer is to be read and fully 
understood before using our services, joining our site or our email/blog list as well as any social networking platforms we may use. SCS LLC’s business model is to receive 
financial compensation to promote public companies. To conduct investor relations advertising, marketing and publicly disseminate information not limited to our Websites, 
Email, SMS, Push Notifications, Influencers, Social Media Postings, Ticker Tags, Press Releases, Online or Phone Interviews, Podcasts, Videos, Audio Ads, Banner Ads, 
Native Ads, Responsive Ads. This compensation is a major conflict of interest in our ability to be unbiased regarding. Therefore, this communication should be viewed as a 
commercial advertisement only. Note, we periodically conduct interviews and issue stock alerts that we are not compensated for, these are purely for the purpose of building our 
brands. We have not investigated the background of the hiring third party or parties. The third party, profiled company, or their affiliates likely wish to liquidate shares of the 
profiled company at or near the time you receive this communication, which has the potential to hurt share prices. Frequently companies profiled in our alerts may experience a 
large increase in volume and share price during the course of investor relations marketing, which may end as soon as the investor relations marketing ceases. Our emails may 
contain forward-looking statements, which are not guaranteed to materialize due to a variety of factors. We do not guarantee the timeliness, accuracy, or completeness of the 
information on our website / media webpage. The information in our website / media webpage is believed to be accurate and correct but has not been independently verified 
and is not guaranteed to be correct. 

 

Please Note: SCS LLC and its employees are not a registered investment advisor, Broker Dealer or a member of any association for other research providers in any jurisdiction 
whatsoever. 

 

Release of Liability: Through use of this website viewing or using you agree to hold SCS LLC, its operator’s , owners and emp loyees harmless and to completely release them 
from any and all liability due to any and all loss (monetary or otherwise), damage (monetary or otherwise), or injury (monetary or otherwise) that you may incur. The information 
in our website / media webpage is believed to be accurate and correct but has not been independently verified and is not guaranteed to be correct. The information is collected 
from public sources, such as the profiled company’s website and press releases, but is not researched or verified in any way whatsoever to ensure the publicly available 
information is correct. Furthermore, SCS LLC often employs independent contractor writers who may make errors when researching information and preparing these 
communications regarding profiled companies. Independent writers’ works are double-checked and verified before publication, but it is certainly possible for errors or omissions 
to take place during editing of independent contractor writer’s communications regarding the profiled company(s). You should assume all information in all of our 
communications is incorrect until you personally verify the information, and again are encouraged to never invest based on the information contained in our written 
communications. The information in our disclaimers is subject to change at any time without notice. Some of our claims regarding gains could be based on intra-day, pre-market 
and after-hours trading data. 

 

All information on featured companies is provided by the companies profiled or is available from public sources and SCS LLC makes no representations, warranties or 
guarantees as to the accuracy or completeness of the disclosure by the profiled companies. None of the materials or advertisements herein constitute offers or solicitations to 
purchase or sell securities of the companies profiled herein and any decision to invest in any such company or other financial decisions should not be made based upon the 
information provide herein. Instead SCS LLC strongly urges you conduct a complete and independent investigation of the respective companies and consideration of all 
pertinent risks. Readers are advised to review SEC periodic reports: Forms 10-Q, 10K, Form 8-K, insider reports, Forms 3, 4, 5 Schedule 13D. 

 

SCS LLC is compliant with the Can Spam Act of 2003. SCS LLC does not offer such advice or analysis, and SCS LLC further urges you to consult your own independent tax, 
business, financial and investment advisors. Investing in small and micro-cap growth securities is highly speculative and carries an extremely high degree of risk. It is possible 
that an investors investment may be lost or impaired due to the speculative nature of the companies profiled. 

 

The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides investors a safe harbor in regard to forward-looking statements. Any statements that express or involve 
discussions with respect to predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements of historical 
fact may be forward looking statements. Forward looking statements are based on expectations, estimates, and projections at the time the statements are made that involve a 
number of risks and uncertainties which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. Forward looking statements in this action may 
be identified through use of words such as projects, foresee, expects, will, anticipates, estimates, believes, understands, or that by statements indicating certain actions & quote; 
may, could, or might occur. Understand there is no guarantee past performance will be indicative of future results. 

 

In preparing this publication, SCS LLC has relied upon information supplied by its customers, publicly available information, and press releases which it believes to be reliable; 
however, such reliability cannot be guaranteed. Investors should not rely on the information contained in this website. Rather, investors should use the information contained in 
this website as a starting point for doing additional independent research on the featured companies. The owners and operators of this website have been compensated eleven 
thousand dollars cash via bank wire by edm media for a two-day investor relations campaign to begin on 09/07/2023. We do not hold any form of equity in cbia. The 
advertisements in this website are believed to be reliable, however, SCS LLC and its owners, affiliates, subsidiaries, officers, directors, representatives and agents disclaim any 
liability as to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained in any advertisement and for any omissions of materials facts from such advertisement.  

 

SCS LLC is not responsible for any claims made by the companies advertised herein, nor is SCS LLC responsible for any other promotional firm, its program or its structure. 

 

SCS LLC is not affiliated with any exchange, electronic quotation system, the Securities Exchange Commission or FINRA. SCS LLC is not a Broker/Dealer and does not engage 
in high frequency trading. 



 


